Marcy’s Recent Reads – 2013

DIY Ideas: Projects and Tips for Every Room by Better Homes and Gardens

Wall-to-Wall Dead by Jennie Bentley

The Collected Home: Rooms With Style, Grace, and History by Darryl Carter

Sour Apples by Sheila Connolly

Holiday Buzz by Cleo Coyle

A Share in Death by Deborah Crombie

A Small Hill to Die On by Elizabeth Duncan

The Valley of the Shadow by Carola Dunn

Snowstruck: In the Grip of Avalanches by Jill Fredston

The Dog Stars by Peter Heller

All I Ever Wanted by Kristan Higgins

Eve by Iris Johansen

Fourth Grave Beneath My Feet by Darynda Jones

Dancing Dogs by Jon Katz

Killer Librarian by Mary Lou Kirwin

Haunting Dream by Joyce and Jim Lavene

Thread on Arrival by Amanda Lee

Summer Nights by Susan Mallery

The Beautiful Mystery by Louise Penny

Spillover: Animal Infections and the Next Human Pandemic by David Quammen

Where’d You Go Bernadette by Maria Semple

A Killer Maize: A Farmers’ Market Mystery by Paige Shelton

Photocraft: Creative Mixed-Media and Digital Approaches to Transforming Your Photographs by Susan Tuttle and Christy Hydeck

Death of an Artist by Kate Wilhelm

Prepared by Marcy G. for book talks at Bethany Branch Feb 8 2013 and Gere Branch Feb 11 2013